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Good cross-ventilation 
keeps the downstairs 

area cool in summer and 
energy-efficient glazing 

for all the windows keeps 
the warm air in and the 

cool out in winter. Screens 
fit all the doors and 
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close up new zealand

rest & 
recreation

An energy-efficient weekend 
retreAt mAkes A comfortAble 

Wellington couple Suzanne Blumhardt and Peter 
Hatfield had owned this site since 1995. “A lot of people 
buy here for the sea views,” Suzanne explains, “but 
we wanted somewhere to grow vegetables and a few 
flowers for cutting, so the very good alluvial soil was 
compelling, as was the nicely contoured land on an 
ancient sandhill that sits in the sun.”

They didn’t want to build on bare land. So every 
weekend, they’d pack their sandwiches and trek the 
55 minutes to Te Horo on Wellington’s Kapiti Coast to 
establish a garden and plant trees, as well as clear a 
swamp that had been a lake. Suzanne observes they 
weren’t trying to recreate a mini-Versailles. They just 
wanted a bountiful crop of fruit and vegetables with a 
few flowers for picking to put inside.

words VicKi HoLDer photography PaUL MccreDie

All-seAson hAven reAching out 
into idyllic gArden surrounds.
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suzanne and Peter had always sought to minimise their 
ecological footprint and thought they’d eventually build 
an energy-efficient home on the property. “We started 
off with the idea of having it off the grid and having 
everything self-sufficient,” Suzanne says. “Realistically, 
that wouldn’t have worked. We also fancied a windmill, 
but after some investigation we found we didn’t have 
enough wind. so we slightly trimmed our views of what 
we could do.”

To be honest, says Suzanne, it wasn’t for eco reasons 
they approached architect Ric Slessor of Wellington firm 
bevin + slessor. the couple had seen an earlier home he’d 
designed in a magazine, so they looked up his practice on 
the net and liked his portfolio. but they were reassured to 
discover he, too, was interested in finding energy-efficient 
solutions. 

When Ric came along, the site was secluded and 
well-established with mature trees and an orchard 
surrounding a small lake. “Suzanne and Peter talked 
about living spaces that would engage with the orchard, 
the lake and the afternoon sun as well as provide views 
to the lower garden,” says Ric. Most of all, they wanted to 
make use of the natural sunlight by harnessing as much 
solar energy as they could.

ric explains that the building incorporates a number 
of sustainable features. the main elements are its 
passive solar design, utilising solar water heating, double 
glazing, the durability and the thermal mass properties 
of insulated concrete-slab floors and double-skin block 
walls. “The house takes advantage of having the bulk of 
glazing to the north face with very little on the south, and 
it has an exposed, insulated concrete floor,” he adds.

THey didn’T WanT To build on bare land. 
So eVery WeeKend, THey’d paCK THeir 
SandWiCHeS and TreK THe 55 minuTeS To 
Te Horo on WellinGTon’S KapiTi CoaST To 
eSTabliSH a Garden and planT TreeS, aS Well 
aS Clear a SWamp THaT Had been a laKe.

Above: living spaces 
engage with the 
afternoon sun and provide 
glimpses of sections of the 
lower garden.  
Left: Glazing is mostly 
north facing and together 
with the exposed concrete 
flooring, provides 
maximum insulation.
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Above: The roof lifts 
in a butterfly shape 
to capture sunlight 

and thereby increase 
thermal properties which 

combined with the low 
emision wood-burner 
reduces energy costs;

 Right: Suzanne delights 
in working at the island 

benchtop in the kitchen,   
made from locally 

sourced macrocarpa.
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the north wing stretches across the site on an east/
west axis and the walls are constructed in a 150mm inner 
and 100mm outer double skin block. with an air gap 
between them, the double block layers thermally separate 
the insulated inner structural skin from the external block 
to enhance the thermal mass. where there is timber 
construction, wool insulation was used. As no recessed 
lights were used inside, the effectiveness of insulation in 
the ceiling isn’t compromised.

When placing the house on the land, Ric considered 
relationships to the sun paths, the approach, the lake 
and surrounding gardens and orchard. the house was 
also sited to minimise site works. no material was taken 
away. Materials were selected for a lower energy input, 
with minimal trades working on the project. using 
mainly concrete and concrete block gave little scope for 
painters and plasterers and, because glass was used for 
splashbacks and in showers, tilers weren’t required.

timber was chosen on the basis of sustainability. the 
rain shield over the plywood cladding to the timber-frame 
south wing is macrocarpa and laminated macrocarpa 
was used for the portal frames that extend through and 
beyond the front face of the building. the island bench in 
the kitchen is locally grown macrocarpa.

The design itself focuses on the roof lifting butterfly-
fashion, both to the north and to the south with a central 
flat core. “As a response to the high trees and surrounding 
hills, the roof lift to the north allows good light into the 
main spaces,” Ric says. “The lift to the south complements 
this north lift and provides a north-facing platform for the 
solar panels.”

two 2m x 1m solar panels heat water captured on the 
roof and feed it to a 315-litre hot water cylinder, which is 
90 per cent efficient in summer and 30 per cent efficient 
in winter. For extra heating, Ric advised installing a low-
emission wood-burning stove. And, because the winters 

Above left: Suzanne sits 
inside with the benefit 
of feeling outside in 
preference to using the 
outdoor courtyard.
Above right: 

Suzanne SayS THey Were THrilled To 
Go To THe HouSe on THe SHorTeST 
day of WinTer To find THe Sun WaS 
CominG inTo THe liVinG room, HiTTinG 
THe rear Wall aT THe perfeCT anGle.

close up new zealand
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THe Home iS ComforTably VenTilaTed for all SeaSonS WiTH louVreS 
THrouGHouT offerinG opTionS for THe floW of air. riC addS THaT THere’S 
a ranGe of oTHer paSSiVe deSiGn feaTureS in THe Home THaT are Simply 
inTeGral To a Well-deSiGned modern Home.

Above: The designer  
glass-surrounded shower 

provides a clever portal 
to the landscape making 
long showers tempting;

Left: The house is 
comfortably ventilated 

for all seasons with 
the louvres providing 

a cross-breeze and the 
double skinned bricks 

contributing to passive 
heating and cooling.

can be cold, underfloor heating was incorporated within 
the concrete slab with reticulated water running through 
pipes, heated by an energy-efficient heat pump.

“It keeps up the ambient heat and only switches on 
when it’s cool enough, which is not very often,” Suzanne 
says. “Even in the middle of winter, the solar-heated water 
gets hot enough for showers and dishes. Consequently, 
power bills are very low.”

Even though they live in a very high-quality home built 
in 1938 in Oriental Bay, it’s nowhere near as warm as their 
weekend retreat with its roof that’s tilted to capture as 
much sun as possible in winter. suzanne says they were 
thrilled to go to the house on the shortest day of winter to 
find the sun was coming into the living room, hitting the 
rear wall at the perfect angle. “And on the hottest day of 
summer, we find the house is protected from the sun,” she 
adds. “It’s the perfect solution.”

the home is comfortably ventilated for all seasons with 
louvres throughout offering options for the flow of air. Ric 
adds that there’s a range of other passive design features 
in the home that are simply integral to a well-designed 
modern home. which is perhaps why the judges of this 
year’s new Zealand institute of Architecture awards gave 
the home an award in the residential category.

To Suzanne and Peter, the home is everything they 
wanted and more. suzanne says the spaces are lovely 
with lots of volume. “While normally that volume would 
make it hard to heat, it doesn’t seem to matter in our 
case,” she adds.

the curious thing is they initially put so much emphasis 
on creating an open air space in the courtyard, but now 
they hardly ever sit out there. “We enjoy sitting inside with 
the benefit of feeling like you’re outside,” Suzanne says. 
“And we don’t ever have to worry about the butter melting 
or getting sunburnt while eating.” Gl


